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Entering line breaks with Safari not possible
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Description
How to reproduce:
Open a blank RTE (without any content) with a current Safari Browser
Press Shift+Enter to create a line break => works
Type some text and press enter to create a new paragraph
Now try Shift+Enter again => produces a new paragraph!
As far as I can tell other browsers (even not Chrome) are not affected
(issue imported from #M14830)
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #22198: htmlArea RTE: Incorrect position of curso...

Closed

2010-02-26

History
#1 - 2010-06-26 02:33 - Stanislas Rolland
This is strange. In what version of TYPO3 and of Safari did you encounter this issue?
This could be related to #0013674. Maybe I thought that the behaviour was modified in all WebKit browsers by testing in Chrome, or maybe it is a
regression of Safari5?
The attached patches fix the issue in trunk, branch 4.4 and branch 4.3
#2 - 2010-06-26 20:24 - Stanislas Rolland
Uploaded new version of the patches to handle special case where space characters would have been entered in text mode.
#3 - 2010-06-27 10:27 - Sebastian Michaelsen
Encountered it with TYPO3 4.4.0 and Safari 5 on Mac.
Can reproduce it with Safari 5 on Windows.
Maybe this helps you to find the bug: http://screenr.com/Wnm
#4 - 2010-06-27 10:31 - Sebastian Michaelsen
Sorry your patch does not solve this problem for me.
#5 - 2010-06-27 16:20 - Stanislas Rolland
Did you clear the RTE cache after applying the patch (using the Clear RTE cache option of the Clear cache menu in the BE)?
#6 - 2010-06-28 07:41 - Stanislas Rolland
I retested again this patch with TYPO3 4.4.0 and trunk and Safari 5 on Windows. I insist that it does work.
Please make sure that you apply version v2 of the patch and that the RTE cache is cleared after applying the patch.
#7 - 2010-06-28 08:54 - Sebastian Michaelsen
Tested again with clearing the RTE Cache explicitly. Now it works! Thanks for taking care. Issue can be closed
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#8 - 2010-06-28 21:14 - Stanislas Rolland
Uploaded improved version v3 of patch for trunk and TYPO3 4.4. The issue does not arise in 4.3.
#9 - 2010-06-28 21:27 - Stanislas Rolland
committed to SVN TYUPO3core trunk (revision 8071) and branch TYPO3_4-4 (revision 8072).
#10 - 2018-10-02 12:23 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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